Abstract: Semantic computing is an important task in the research on natural language processing. On solving the problem of the inaccurate conceptual graph matching, this paper proposes an algorithm to compute the similarity of conceptual graphs, based on conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment. The algorithm works by basing itself on the intensional logic model of Chinese concept connotation, using intensional semantic conceptual graph as knowledge representation method and combining itself with the computation method of E-A-V structures. When computing the similarity of conceptual graphs, the algorithm can give the homologous weight to the sub-graph according to the proportion of how much information the sub-graph contains in the whole conceptual graph. Therefore, it can achieve better similarity results, which has also been proved in the experiments of this paper.
Introduction
With the development of cloud computing and semantic web, massive amounts of semantic information have come up. It will improve the text retrieval speed of semantic information by using semantic computation to replace the traditional key words matching (Liu et al., 2014) . In the process of semantic computation, it mainly focuses on describing the semantics of words and the relationship of words by using the natural language processing technology (Sang et al., 2007) . The computing technology based on semantics enables computer to understand the relationship between various pieces of information, and then perform sophisticated analysis operations. The further development of Chinese information processing is an urgent task needed to strengthen Chinese semantic theory research, especially Chinese semantic representation and Chinese semantic computation research (Li et al., 2013) .
Over the past half-century, scholars have proposed many semantic representation methods, such as semantic component analysis, logical form, semantic frameworks, semantic networks, etc. (Anand and Bharadwaj, 2014) . These semantic representations have had a certain application to certain areas. But for natural language processing, these traditional semantic representation methods cannot exactly express its semantics (Liu, 2011) . So Sowa proposes an abstract model, it is a semantic representation language based on linguistics, psychology and philosophy. It is known as the conceptual graph. Sowa's conceptual graph is a finite bipartite graph. It contains concept nodes, conceptual relationship nodes and the edges between concept and relationship. Concept nodes include entities, states, properties, events, etc. Relationship nodes represent relationship between concepts (Sowa, 1984) .
The semantic computation based on conceptual graph is mainly through conceptual graph matching to measure the similarity of two texts. Existing conceptual graph matching algorithms are based on projection, the maximum connection matching and improved Apriori algorithm. The matching based on project and maximum connection are not exact matching method. If the matching fails, the similarity of two conceptual graphs cannot be accurately given out, so this is not to measure the similarity of the two texts. Even if the meaning of the two texts is very similar, but due to the failing match of concept or relationship, the similarity also cannot be accurately given out. In the improved algorithm Apriori, the relationship just being additional test, that led to the similarity computation of conceptual graph distortion.
On solving the problem that those matching algorithms cannot accurately compute the similarity of two conceptual graphs, this paper proposes a Chinese conceptual graph matching algorithm which is based on the similarity of entity-attribute-value (E-A-V) structure and conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy. This algorithm mainly deals with the reasonable assignment of the conceptual sub-graph weight and makes the conceptual graph matching more objective and accurate. Based on the intensional logical model of Chinese concept connotation and natural language processing technology, with intensional semantic conceptual graph as the knowledge representation, it translates the natural language text into intensional semantic conceptual graph. Combined with E-A-V structure similarity computation method, the algorithm computes semantic similarity through conceptual graph matching, and improves the effect of Chinese semantic computation by introducing conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy.
Related works

Conceptual graph
John F. Sowa, American computer scientist, proposed a semantic knowledge representation model in 1984, which is called as conceptual graph. Conceptual graph proposed by Sowa is based on a Support. This Support is a set of semantic network element, including a set of concepts and a set of relationships, which represents the domain knowledge in one area (Wu et al., 2008) .
Definition 1: Support S is a structure S = (T C , T R , M), where T C is a set of concept types and T R is a set of conceptual relationship types. T C and T R are partially ordered sets. M is a set of individual mark.
Definition 2: Conceptual graph g = (N g = (C g , R g ), E g , φ g ), it is a finite bipartite graph. C g is a set of concept nodes, R g is a set of concept relationship, E g is a set of edges and φ g is a mapping function.
The conceptual graph contains concept nodes, conceptual relation nodes and edges that connect concept nodes and relationship nodes. In Sowa's conceptual graph, entity, event, state, and attribute are regarded as concept nodes, and relations between concepts are regarded as relation nodes (Hu, 2007) .
Recursive conceptual graph
Recursive conceptual graph is proposed in literature (Wu et al., 2008) , which is extended from Sowa conceptual graph. This makes the knowledge of representation method based on conceptual graph more easily to adapt to Chinese text automatic analysis and processing. Similar to the definition of Sowa conceptual graph, literature (Wu et al., 2008 ) also pre-defines a Support′, denoted Support′ S′.
Definition 3: A Support′ S′ is also a structure S′ = (T C , T A , M), where T C is a set of concept types and T A is a set of attribute names of concept. T C and T A are also partially ordered sets. M is defined as Sowa.
In Support′ S′, each concept consists of the structure of 'attribute-value'. Coupled with the entity representation of concept, the structure of E-A-V is formed (Hu, 2007) .
Definition 4: Recursive conceptual graph is also a finite bipartite graph, denoted g′ = (Ng′ = (Cg′, Ag′), Eg′, φg′, Hg′, L), where Cg′ is a set of concept nodes, Ag′ is a set of concept attributes, Eg′ is a set of edges and φg′ is a mapping function, L is the number of concept nodes.
The Chinese connotation is the sum of the essential attribute of the object within the meaning of the concept, that the concept includes all the contents. According to the viewpoint of cognitive semantics, the concept subordinate to 'attribute', the attribute has its 'attribute name' and its subsidiary 'attribute value'. Thus the connotation of Chinese concept can use the structure of 'attribute-value' to represent.
According to analyse the connotation of the conceptual entity, the conceptual graph generation based on the expanding of the concept intensional analysis is what generates the text into the form of recursive conceptual graph. For determine the meaning of a concept, the conceptual graph should be considered as the basic conceptual graph and the composite conceptual graph. The basic conceptual graph generation aims to 'open' its inherent connotation attribute, studies the relationship between intensional attribute of each concept and forms a basic conceptual graph. Based on the basic conceptual graph generation has been determined, combined with itself connotation, the composite conceptual graph generation studies the sub-conceptual graphs how to combine to form a composite concept graph (Liu, 2011) .
Intensional semantic conceptual graph
According to Hu Yi recursive conceptual graph theory and Chinese concept intensional logical theory (Lu, 2009) , Chinese can be clearly described as the relationship between concepts by the structure of E-A-V during conceptual graph representation. Therefore, based on the above theory, this paper proposes intensional semantic conceptual graph to represent Chinese semantics, which is defined as follows:
Definition 5: Support′′ S′′ is a four-tuple, S′′ = (TE, TA, TV, M), where TE is a set of entity types, TA is a set of concept attribute names, and TV is a set of concept attribute values in an attribute. M is also defined as Sowa. However, as the attribute value V may also be an entity, so this method is still defined as TC, such that TE ⊆ TC, TA ⊆ TC.
According to Chinese concept intensional logical theory, concept can be represented by a variety of attributes, and the conceptual connotation can be represented by AVS structures. On this basis, through introducing the entity represented by concept, the conceptual connotation also can be represented by the 'E-A-V' structure. This concept can be seen as 'E', the name of relationship or attribute can be seen as 'A' and the corresponding word is one of the 'V', that is the attribute value. Thus, Chinese composite structure can be clearly represented by intensional semantic conceptual graph.
Definition 6: Intensional semantic conceptual graph is also a finite bipartite graph, denoted g′′ = (Sg′′ = (Eg′′, Ag′′, Vg′′), Bg′′, Hg′′, φg′′, I), where Sg′′ = (Eg′′, Ag′′, Vg′′) is the E-A-V structure in conceptual graph, Eg′′ is a set of entity concept nodes, Ag′′ is a set of concept attribute name nodes, Vg′′ is a set of concept attribute value nodes, Bg′′ is a set of edges, Hg′′ is the central concept node and φg′′ is a mapping function, I is the number of E-A-V structure.
For each entity concept node, it can be obtained by the mapping φg′′: Eg′′→T E , each attribute name node can be obtained by the mapping φ g′′ : A g′′ →T A , and each attribute value node can be obtained by the mapping φ g′′ : V g′′ →T V . Similar to the definition of Recursive conceptual graph, the attribute name set T A is pre-defined. Because of T E ⊆ T C and T A ⊆ T C , T E and T A can be found the corresponding element in T C .
Conceptual graph matching
Conceptual graph matching algorithm is mainly to solve the problem of semantic understanding brought by synonymous words.
Ounis used projection operation to match conceptual graphs in the development of RELIEF system (Iadh and Marius, 1998) . But the projection operation is 'strict' projection, it often unable to query the resource conceptual graph. If the projection-based conceptual graph matching fails to match, it is difficult to get two conceptual graphs semantic similarity. Zhang (1994) proposed maximum connection matching algorithm to compute the similarity of conceptual graphs in literature, the algorithm is based on graph matching algorithm, and uses maximum expansion-compatible projection to match two conceptual graphs. Similar to the projection matching, if the maximum connection matching fails, the algorithm also cannot get semantic similarity of two concepts. This will result in that two very similar conceptual graphs fail match, because a concept or relationship does not match. Montes et al. (2001) proposed an improved APRIORI algorithm in literature. The algorithm first identify all overlapping of two conceptual graphs, then using a similar Dice coefficients computes the similarity of concept and relationship in each overlapping, finally combination of these two similarity to evaluate the similarity of conceptual graphs. However, in this method, the matching process is dominated by the concept matching, and the relationship matching is to be attached to test.
OntoSeek system gave a new conceptual graph matching algorithm. The algorithm is designed to take the matching concepts, and compute the similarity of concept nodes; then the similarity of conceptual graphs is determined by the similarity of concept nodes (Guarino et al., 1999) . But, such a simplification will isolate the nodes matching from the whole conceptual graph.
Zhu Haiping proposed a conceptual graph hybrid matching algorithm. The algorithm provides that each conceptual graph has an entry concept (central concept) for the entire graph resource objects; and from the entry concept, each node in the graph will be traversed. In this algorithm, the graph which is matched with the query graph is generated on connected sub-graph from resource graph. The relationship has been relied on in the process of matching. Finally, the similarity of graph is tightly coupled with the similarity of concept and the similarity of relationship, rather than separately simple combination accumulate the two similarities (Zhu, 2006) . Now many conceptual graph matching algorithms are evolved by those algorithms, such as the algorithm in literature (Chen et al., 2009) this algorithm proposed in this paper is also based on conceptual graph hybrid matching algorithm.
The algorithm of conceptual graph matching
Based on the similarity computation of existing entity node, attribute node and attribute value node, this paper puts forward a similarity computation method of basic conceptual structure, and it also suggests an algorithm of conceptual sub-graph weight assignment focused on the feature of the intensional semantic conceptual graph, which is applied to the reasonable computation of the similarity of the conceptual graph.
The similarity of E-A-V basis conceptual structure
The similarity of entity nodes
Referencing the definition of the compatible conditions (Comp (e 1 , e 2 )) in literature (Wu et al., 2008) , the similarity of entity nodes will be computed when the two entity nodes e 1 and e 2 satisfy Comp (e 1 , e 2 ). The similarity computation formula between two entity nodes is defined as follows:
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In equation (1), the n is the shortest path length which contains node e 1 and e 2 from the top conceptual category to the bottom conceptual category and the l is the distance between node e 1 and node e 2 . Thus, according to the definition of the similarity, the maximum similarity is '1', and the minimum similarity is '0' (Subramaniyaswamy and Pandian, 2014) .
The similarity of attribute name nodes
Because each attribute name derives from some hyponymy relationship, or these attribute names meet the compatible conditions, these relationships cannot be ignored when the similarity of attribute names is being computed. So the similarity computation formula between two attribute name nodes is defined as follows:
The similarity of attribute value nodes
Referencing the method in literature (Liu, 2011) So in this paper, the attribute values are divided into four categories to compute semantic similarity. Entity type is computed as entity. The similarity of words in the conceptual structure should be considered in computing the similarity of description type nodes. In accordance with the difference between the numeric type node values, the similarity will be determined. Boolean nodes only need to determine whether two node values are equal. Using the function type (v 1 , v 2 ), the type of v 1 and v 2 is output. When both are the same part of speech, the similarity is computed based on both types; the similarity is 0 between two different parts of speech (Liu, 2011) . Accordingly the similarity computation formula between two value nodes is defined as follows:
If the two attribute values are noun or verb phrases, the similarity Sim E (v 1 , v 2 ) is computed according to equation (1).
If the two attribute values are descriptive words or phrases, the similarity Sim S (v 1 , v 2 ) is computed as follows:
S 1 2 n 1 0
In equation (5) 
In equation (6), k is a factor greater than 1. For Boolean type data, using XOR will computed the similarity, so Sim B (v 1 , v 2 ) is defined as follows:
The similarity of E-A-V structure
For given conceptual graph G Q and G R , according to the characteristics of Chinese intensional semantic conceptual graph, consider E-A-V conceptual structure as a unit, on the basis of the similarity of entity E, attribute name A and attribute value V, compute the similarity of any two E-A-V structures C i ∈ G Q and C j ∈ G R in conceptual graph, and use Sim (C i , C j ) to compute the similarity of conceptual graph G Q and G R. For conceptual structure C i < E i , A i , V i > ∈ G Q and C j < E j , A j , V j > ∈ G R , the similarity between two entities computed as per equation (1), the similarity between attribute names computed as per equation (2), the similarity between attribute values computed as per equation (3). So the conceptual structure similarity between C i ∈ G Q and C j ∈ G R is as follows:
In equation (8), ω 1 , ω 2 and ω 3 are weight factors, of which ω 1 represents the weight of concept entity, of which ω 2 represents the weight of the attribute name and of which ω 3 represents the weight of the attribute value, and ω 1 + ω 2 + ω 3 = 1. Sim E (E i , E j ), Sim A (A i , A j ) and Sim V (V i , V j ) represent the similarity of the entity, attribute names, attribute values in conceptual structures. And the similarity of entity nodes restricts the similarity of attribute name nodes and the similarity of attributes value nodes. In other words, if the similarity value of entity nodes is relatively low, the similarity of attribute name nodes and attribute value nodes will decrease the role in the similarity of conceptual graph.
The thinking of matching algorithm
By equation (8), the similarity of two matching E-A-V structures can be known. the conceptual sub-graph is combined by some basic E-A-V structures while the conceptual graph is combined by conceptual sub-graphs. Therefore, in this paper, the similarity of the E-A-V structure is used to compute the similarity of the conceptual sub-graph, then the similarity of the conceptual graph will also be known.
In computing the similarity of two E-A-V structures, the similarity of entity node computes as per equation (1), the similarity of attribute name nodes computes as per equation (2), and the similarity of attribute value nodes computes as per equation (3). But in fact, the attribute value node may be composed by conceptual sub-graph, rather than single node, and then equation (8) should combine the similarity of conceptual sub-graph. So, Sim Si (Q n , R n ) is defined as the similarity of the i th E-A-V structure, and Sim Si+1 (Q n+1 , R n+1 ) is used to replace Sim V (V i ,V j ) in equation (8). The i th attribute value node or conceptual sub-graph similarity is computed as follows:
In equation (9), i and j are the number of attributes, Q n+1 and R n+1 are attribute value nodes (conceptual sub-graph nodes or leaf nodes). When the attribute value nodes are the leaf nodes, the similarity of E-A-V structure is computed as follows:
So, the similarity of E-A-V structure attached by the i th attribute is computed as follows:
If Q n and R n are leaf nodes, the similarity is computed as equation (10), and if Q n and R n are conceptual sub-graph, the similarity is computed as equation (9).
So all the similarities of E-A-V structure pairs based on conceptual graph central entity node are got, and on the arithmetic mean value, the similarity of two conceptual graphs is also got. CGSim (C Q , C R ) is computed as follows:
N is the total number of attribute introduced by C Q central concept node.
The algorithm based on conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment
In equation (12), the conceptual sub-graph weight is determined by E-A-V structure arithmetic mean value. However, in reality, the description of the concept is focused on some of the attributes, because text is describing these attributes in detail, while the other attributes are only simple instructions. The conceptual graph matching algorithm based on conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment mainly solves sub-graph weight reasonable assignment problem. When Computing the similarity of conceptual graph, the conceptual sub-graph weight should be determined by the proportion of the number of one attribute value nodes to the number of the whole conceptual graph attribute value nodes. The conceptual sub-graph weight is related to the number of attribute value nodes.
So the conceptual sub-graph weight attached by i th attribute is defined as follow:
In equation (13), SUM(G i ) is the number of attribute value nodes in conceptual sub-graph i th attribute, and SUM(G all ) is the number of attribute value nodes concept lead out i th attribute.
According to the proportion of attribute value nodes in conceptual sub-graph, the equation (12) can be updated to equation (14) .
The description weight assignment
In some conceptual graphs, the introduction of conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy has no influence on the conceptual graph matching result, as that shown in the map 1. But to the conceptual graph in Figure 2 whose the attribute description is seriously unbalanced, if the equation (12) is adopted to compute the similarity of the conceptual graph, the inaccurate result will appear. So to the conceptual graph in whose the attribute description is partly unbalanced, if the equation (12) and equation (14) are adopted here, the result of the semantic computation will not have a big error. In Figure 1 , the sub-graph of concept node E is balanced and there is no focus in semantic representation. In Figure 2 , the sub-graph of concept node E is seriously unbalanced, and the sub-graph of concept node V 2 (the shaded) is partly unbalanced.
Figure 1
The conceptual graph with balanced attributes When two conceptual graphs are doing matching computation, this paper uses conceptual sub-graph weight of query conceptual graph G Q as standard, resource conceptual graph G R is only used as matching resource, not as the assigning object of conceptual sub-graph weight.
Among some conceptual graphs, the introduction of conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy will not have any influence on the conceptual graph matching result. For example, in the conceptual graph of Figure 1 , after the introduction of conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy, the similarities of the two conceptual graphs matching methods are the same. Because this type of conceptual graph indicates the balanced description of every conceptual attributes and has no special emphasis on some part while doing semantic expression. That is to say every attribute weight is the same, which is also shown directly in equation (13).
As to the conceptual graph of Figure 2 , whose attribute descriptions are seriously unbalanced, problems of inaccurate computation will appear, if equation (12) is adopted to compute the similarity of the conceptual graph. From Figure 2 , attribute name A 2 introduces far more semantic contents than all attribute names A 1 does. That is the conceptual sub-graph which A 2 introduces includes more semantic information. If then, equation (13) is adopted to compute the conceptual graph matching; a larger sub-graph weight will be given. Thus, the computation of conceptual graph can be more realistic.
As to the V 2 conceptual sub-graph (the shadowy part) introduced by attribute name A 2 in Figure 2 , it can be regarded as a type of conceptual graph whose attribute description is partly unbalanced, because the conceptual attribute amount of two sub-graph V 21 and V 22 are not greatly unbalanced. If then, equation (12) and equation (13) are adopted to do the computation; it will not bring great inaccuracy on the semantic computation. 
The similarity of conceptual graphs
As for how to do conceptual graph matching computation of the given two conceptual graph G Q and G R , first, begin with the matching from the central concept node of the conceptual graph G R , find the compatible concept nodes (maybe more than one) from G R with G Q central nodes, and use those nodes separately as matching central nodes of conceptual graph G R . Then based on the continual attribute name nodes of G Q central nodes, compute the similarity of E-A-V structure introduced by those attribute names of G R one by one, find the most similar E-A-V structure. Next, use the attribute value node of E-A-V structure as a new central node, repeat the above similarity computation, and end with the attribute value of the E-A-V structure becoming a leave node (single concept node). Finally, apply those similarities of the E-A-V structure to compute the similarity between the two conceptual graphs. The matching computation process of conceptual graph G Q and conceptual graph G R is described as the following six steps:
• Step 1: Determining central concept nodes of G Q and G R . Starting from the G R central concept node, find out the concept nodes (maybe more than one) which are compatible with the G Q central concept node, and these nodes will respectively represent the new central node of C R in the matching process.
• Step 2: Find the E-A structure matched with G Q in G R . Starting from the attribute name nodes connected with C Q central nodes, find the attribute name nodes which compatible with the G Q conceptual attribute name nodes. If cannot be found the attribute name nodes in G R , then Sim A = 0.
• Step 3: Find the E-A-V structure matched with G Q in G R . According to the E-A structures found from Step 2, respectively compute the similarity of E-A-V structure in G Q and the E-A-V structures introduced by those E-A structures, and find the most similar E-A-V structure pairs.
•
Step 4: Set the new matching central node by regarding the attribute value nodes from the matched E-A-V structure in
Step 3 as the new central nodes.
Step 5: By equation (11), get the similarity values of E-A-V structure. If the attribute value node of the E-A-V structure is leaf node (or a single concept node), go to
Step 5, and else go to Step 2.
• Step 6: By equation (12) or equation (14), get the similarity value of conceptual graphs.
Figure 3 Conceptual graph matching illustration
Figure 3 is used to demonstrate how the similarity between two conceptual graphs can be achieved by the above steps.
• As step 1 indicates, begin with the central concept node '教授' of the conceptual graph G Q , and find the node compatible with '教授' in the conceptual graph G Q , that is '教师'.
• As step 2 indicates, first set a E-A structure, that is '教授→ (单位)' and '教授→ (学科)' in the conceptual graph G Q , and then set its matching E-A structure, that is '教师→ (单位)' and '教师→ (学科)' in the conceptual graph C R .
• As step 3 indicates find the matching E-A-V structure. That means, to the matching E-A structure '教授→ (单位)' and '教师→ (单位)', its corresponding matching E-A-V structure of '教授→ (单位)→大学'and '教师→ (单位)→中学' can be found. To the matching E-A structure of '教授→ (学科)' and '教师→ (学科)', its corresponding matching E-A-V structure of '教授→ (学科)→计算机', '教师→ (学科)→计算机' can also be found.
• As step 4 indicates retrieve '大学' and '中学' from the E-A-V structure pair of '教授→ (单位)→大学', '教师→ (单位)→中学' as new central nodes, then look for matching E-A-V structure following step 2, finally find the matching structure of '大学→ (名称)→清华大学' and '中学→ (名称)→清华大学附属中学', and get its similarity by equation (11). Thus, the similarity of the structure pair of '教授→ (学科)→计算机' and '教师→ (学科)→计算机' can also be got.
In the end, the similarity between conceptual graph G Q and conceptual graph G R can be achieved by equation (12).
Experiments and analysis
Experimental dataset
In experiments, we select 150 users querying log sentences from Sogou laboratory, and then modify these 150 sentences, consisting of 150 pairs of sentences as the experimental dataset. Fifty pairs are attributes describing balanced sentences, 50 pairs are attributes describing partly unbalanced sentences and the last 50 pairs are attributes describing seriously unbalanced sentences. Then we use these sentences to build a complex conceptual graph to form three groups of 150 pairs of conceptual graphs, and use these conceptual graphs on experiments and the analysis of algorithm.
Experimental flow
During the experiment, we found out that nine persons from the laboratory scored each pair of sentences based on their accumulated knowledge and experience, and got a value between 0 and 1 for every pair of sentences, which we regard as experience values. We use intensional semantic conceptual graph to represent the sentences and use the algorithm mentioned in this paper and the algorithm in literature (Chen et al., 2009) to compute the similarity of conceptual graph. So there are 150 pairs of similarity values and experience values.
The experiment of conceptual graph matching research in this paper mainly includes the following steps:
• Step 1: Pre-process the words segmentation, part of speech tagging and stop-words processing etc. of the selected sentences in the experiment.
Step 2: Analyse the grammar of the pre-processed sentences and find the central concept of the sentence and the relation between the other concepts of the sentence and the central concept.
Step 3: Construct the complex conceptual graph by using the central concept and the relation between the other concepts and central concept after its grammatical analysis.
Step 4: Compute the similarities of those conceptual graphs by using conceptual graph matching algorithm.
Experimental evaluation
To further prove that the algorithm in this paper is reasonable, this paper reference the method in literature (Liu and Yang, 2012) , using the function Compat to measure the degree of conformance between computations and subjective judgment results. The value of Compat is larger, which means that the results and subjective judgments are more consistent. The value of Compat is between 0 and 1. Assuming Sim i represents the similarity of the i th conceptual graph based on algorithm, and Sub i represents the similarity of the i th conceptual graph based on subjective judgments. Ei represents the percentage of differences between conceptual graph algorithm results and subjective judgments.
So the Compat is defined as follow:
N is the number of selected text pairs in the experiment. For a text pair, the function of Compat is to measure the degree of conformance between computations and subjective judgment results. The data in Figure 4 shows that the algorithm based on equation (12) is more consistent with the subjective judgments. We think that the algorithm is based on the Chinese connotation analysis, and each of words in the text is marked in the composite conceptual graph. Then the comprehensive semantic conceptual graphs are generated by the composite structures. The Chinese concept connotation is represented by the E-A-V structure. Therefore, according to the similarity of the E-A-V structure, the similarity of two texts is computed more accurately. Knowing from Figure 5 , conceptual graph matching algorithm shares the same compatibility with the algorithm based on equation (12) after introducing sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy. The further analysis shows the same computation results by using the two algorithms to deal with the conceptual graph with balanced attribute description. Because when the algorithm based on the sub-graph weight self-adjustment has been used to compute the conceptual graph with balanced attribute description, each of the sub-graph weight is the same. That is, suppose the central concept of a conceptual graph has N conceptual sub-graphs and each conceptual sub-graph has M nodes, then the weight of each sub-graph is shown as CGWeight(G i ) = M/N × M = 1/N, then the weight of each conceptual sub-graph come to be-a constant 1/N. Thus,
Experimental results and analysis
Meanwhile the conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment has been degraded into asking the mean value for the similarity of each sub-graph, which is the same as the algorithms based on equation (12). According to Figure 6 , in terms of the conceptual graph with partly unbalanced attribute description, the matching algorithm of the conceptual graph based on sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy has shown the instability of dealing with such type of problem. Because in such type of conceptual graph, there is no special attribute needed to indicate. People will have some explanations on some attribute when they are doing semantic expression which will bring a certain inaccuracy on the result of the semantic computation. But still its computation result as a whole is superior to that based on equation (12). According to Figure 7 , in terms of the conceptual graph with seriously unbalanced attribute description, the conceptual graph matching algorithm based on sub-graph weight self-adjustment shows its superiority. Because such type of conceptual graph mainly indicates that semantic description puts great emphasis on some attribute description, but gives simple explanation on other attribute descriptions. This requires a relatively larger weight given to such type of structure while dong semantic computation, which is also shown in the conceptual graph matching to give some conceptual sub-graph weight a larger value. If so, it will be more suitable for people's expression habits, and also more convenient to compute the semantic similarities among sentences accurately. The data in Figures 5 to 7 show that: the algorithm using conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment strategy to compute the similarity of conceptual graph could get better similarity results. Comparing with the algorithm based on equation (12), the algorithm based on conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment could gain the same results in computing attribute balanced conceptual graph. This algorithm has certain advantages in computing attribute partly unbalanced conceptual graph, and could gain better results in computing attributes in seriously unbalanced conceptual graph. The algorithm in this paper is based on the similarity of the 'E-A-V' structure, and combined with the similarity of entity nodes restrict the similarity of attribute name nodes and attribute value nodes. In other words, if the similarity value of entity nodes is relatively low, the similarity of attribute name nodes and attribute value nodes will decrease its role in the similarity of conceptual graph. So conceptual graph matching algorithm is much more in line with Chinese people's habit of semantic representation, and is conducive to accurate computation of text semantic similarities.
Conclusions
Conceptual graph matching plays a critical role in the semantic computation. This paper mainly focuses on the intensional semantic conceptual graph matching algorithm based on conceptual sub-graph weight self-adjustment. Our experimental results show that this algorithm can compute the text semantic similarity in a more accurate way, which will have some significance on the semantic computation. Meeting the needs of massive amounts of semantic information processing today, our further work is expected to study how to construct the conceptual graph automatically, in order that the computer can understand natural language semantics more accurately.
